The Lono Aero is your ultimate gateway to adventure. With its uncompromising design, the Lono Aero kayak brings together an array of features from our stand-up paddle boards combined with new, game-changing features you can only find on the Lono. The Lono Aero comes with its own travel bag, hand pump, Rac Receivers, Sandspear Sheath and repair kit. Before using the Lono Aero read through this quick start guide and follow all instructions in order to get the most out of your kayak.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

1. Rac Receivers
   The Rac Receivers™ mount directly to your kayak allowing you to deck it out for any expedition.
   *Lono purchase includes one pair

2. Sandspear® Sheath
   The Sandspear™ Sheath allows you to utilize BOTE’s Sandspear™ to anchor your kayak so you can stay in place.
   *Sandspear sold separately.

HOW TO FOLD

The Lono Aero Bag allows you to easily transport your Lono Aero to places other kayaks can’t.

Hand Pump
The included Hand Pump inflates your Lono Aero by inserting the end of the hose into the inflate ports and pumping to the proper PSI.
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INFLATION/ DEFLATION

What goes up, must come down. Getting the Lono Aero inflated and deflated is simple. First remove the folded Lono from the travel bag, unroll, locate all inflation valves, attach the pump hose to the valves and fill ‘em up.

Each chamber of the Lono Aero is to be filled until the pressure reaches it’s desired PSI.

When you are ready to pack it up, do everything in reverse. Easy as 1, 2, 3. Please reference images below to locate each chamber.

Chamber 1 - Bottom: 10-15 PSI Max
Chamber 2 - Left Rail: 10-15 PSI Max
Chamber 3 - Right Rail: 10-15 PSI Max
Chamber 4 - Seat Back: 7 PSI Max
Chamber 5 - Removable Top: 10-15 PSI Max

MEET LONO

The Hawaiian god of tenacity and vigor. BOTE’s aptly named entry into the kayak category shouldn’t come as a surprise. Utilizing its industry shaping design and engineering, this first-of-its-kind kayak is constructed with BOTE’s inflatable AeroBOTE Technology and goes from travel bag to a 12’6” kayak in a matter of minutes. The Lono shares many of our feature options which allow it to be accessorized and configured to make it your own. Lightweight, easy to store, easy to transport and a blast to paddle!

AERO SETUP

FEATURES

1. Grab Handles
2. KULA Port
3. Bungee Cords
4. Inflate/ Deflate Ports
5. Sandspear Sheath Attachment Points
6. Rac Receivers
7. Flared Bow
8. Self-Draining Cockpit
9. Power Pole Micro® Mounting Location
10. Center Fin Receiver
11. Removable Top / E-Hooks
12. Removable Chair Back / E-Hooks
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Inflatable - portable, durable and easy to store in a bag.

Back - include drain to remove water after paddling.

Back - include drain to remove water after paddling.

Back - include drain to remove water after paddling.
**RAC RECEIVERS**

Rac Receivers make it possible for your Lono Aero to be compatible with our exclusive Rocket Rac, Bucket Rac, and Tackle Rac Snap Lock System. Snap Lock System should be flush on the Lono’s hull and seat supports. When you’re ready to put the top back on, attach your G-Racks to the bores on the side of the Lono’s hull and slide the side seat supports back under the seat.

**RAC ACCESSORIES**

BOTE’s selection of accessory Rac makes the Lono Aero easy to customize to your preference. We designed the Rocket Rac to be a key feature of the Lono Aero. Simply mount the Rocket Rac into the Rac Receivers behind the Lono’s adjustable seat back, and you have storage for up to four rods (fits both conventional and fly.) The Rocket Rac is for rear deck mount for Rocket Rac only.

A Bucket Rac or Tackle Rac can be used in the front deck Rac Receivers. Race sold separately. Rocket Rac is designed specifically to fit Lono Aero. Rac Receivers only.

**REMOVABLE TOP**

The Lono is unlike any other kayak in that it goes from sit down kayak to stand-up paddle board board in seconds. Simply unlock the G-Racks that attach the removable top on the Lono’s hull and remove seat supports. When you’re ready to put the top back on, attach your G-Racks to the bores on the side of the Lono’s hull and slide the side seat supports back under the seat.

**OPERATING CONFIGURATIONS**

The Lono Aero is a multi-functional and versatile watercraft. We have defined two general modes of operating the Lono Aero:

- **SIT-DOWN PADDLE**
- **STAND-UP PADDLE**

**REPAIR KIT**

You may repair small punctures with the included repair kit (A). Please note that in order for the repair to be successful, the humidity level should be less than 60%, temperature between 65°f/77°f or 18°c/25°c. Avoid carrying out repairs in the rain or in direct sunlight.

1. Draw the shape of the patch exactly where it will be applied, use a round patch from the supplied patch kit at least 2” / 5cm larger than the cut/damaged area.
2. Clean the damaged area and the corresponding side of the patch with a grease remover of the alcohol type and allow for it to dry for 5 minutes.
3. Apply 3 thin layers of glue on both the patch and the damaged area, allow for it to dry for 5 minutes between layers until the glue feels tacky.
4. When the third layer of glue is dry, apply the patch without pressing and adjust the positioning if required, press the air bubbles which may form under the patch by pressing the patch with a round object such as a spoon, do this process in the center of the patch towards the outside, close the seams glue with a solvent. Drying: 12 hours.

**WARRANTY REGISTRATION**

Warranty registration form is to be completed online within 30 days of original purchase to be activated. You should keep your sales receipt should it be required in the future for proof of purchase. The online Warranty Registration Form can be found at www.boteboard.com/support/warranty.

**1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY**

For the original retail purchaser (“Consumer”), BOTE provides a limited 1 year warranty from date of purchase against material or manufacturing defects in the hull and deck for a registered product.

**LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS**

This limited warranty does not apply to the following. Please visit www.boteboard.com/support/warranty for the complete list of limitations and exclusions.

- Normal wear and tear and aging of product.
- Normal wear and tear is in possession of a freight carrier, a dealer, Consumer, or any party other than BOTE®.
- Aeroskayak sold as "as is" or "in-as-is" condition.
- Cosmetic flaws or variations in color are not covered by warranty.
- Does not cover any puncture, cut or abrasion sustained in normal use or damage from unreasonable users or improper storage.

**OBTAINING WARRANTY SERVICE**

If you have a problem with your AeroSkyak and you suspect that it may be due to defective material or workmanship, contact the dealer you purchased your BOTE® from and arrange to have the product inspected. Consumer is responsible for delivery to, and pickup from, the closest authorized dealer. If you purchased the product directly from BOTE® or a BOTE® Retail Store, complete the online warranty claim form and await further instruction. Please visit www.boteboard.com/support/warranty to read the complete BOTE Warranty before using your new Aeroskayak.